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My History

Bootstrap entrepreneur

Web bootstrap entrepreneur 
(every role badly - a lot of coding)

User experience consultant 
(bootstrap entrepreneur)











Exercises

Holistic 
⊥ 

Analytic



Holistic Thinking

Involves understanding a system by using 
large-scale patterns and relating them.



Analytic Thinking

Involves understanding a system by 
thinking about it’s parts and how they work 

together to produce larger scale effects.



“Moneyhub” History: Growth

1)  All-round UXer in a team of 3 

2) All round UXer in a team of 10 

3) One of 3-4 UXers in a team of 100 



Long Term
Planning

Investments

Direct share holdings
Sell shares {event}

Buy more shares {event}

Adjust growth rate {event}

Pension plans WRONG

{No events}

Other investments

Disinvest {event}

Add lump sum {event}

Adjust rate {event}

Update balance {event}

Savings accounts (again)

Assets

Properties

Sell property {event}

Remortgage {event}

Secure loan against {event}

Update value {event}

Cars Sell asset {event}

Adjust value {event}

Private company shares

Sell shares {event}

Buy more shares {event}

Adjust growth rate and dividend {event}

Adjust share value {event}Other assets

Sell asset {event}

Adjust value {event}

Fixed term savings {no events}

Income

Employment income

Retire {event}

Bonus {event}

Change salary {event}

Update tax values {event}

Update pension contributions {event}

Self-employed income

Adjust profit {event}

Pension incomes
{WRONG events}

Benefits
Adjust benefit {event}

Windfalls
{no events}

Liabilities

Loans {no events}

Mortgages

Overpay {event}

Change rate {event}

(Secured loans on property)

Credit cards (again)

Other accounts (again)

Scenarios
Root

Versions

Projections
Major Life Changes

{events}

App

Monthly
Budgeting

Estimated cashflow

Expected surplus

Set aside for goals

Estimated discretionary spending

Estimated commitments (bills)

Expected income

Actual cashflow

Progress report
(Estimated vs. actual cashflow)

Accounts

Other accounts (debt at present)
{no events}

Credit cards{no events}

Savings accounts

Add transaction {event}

Adjust balance {event}

Current accounts

Adjust balance {event}

Add transaction  {event}

GoalsSaving

Debt reduction

Current
Stream

Connections

Mini Scenario Tips / Options (e.g. 
£10k savings, £20k credit cards)













Renaissance Human

The braininess of a scientist, 

the sensibilities of a poet.  







Development Process

90%+ of time concerned with “how” not “what” or “why” 
90%+ of time spent tracking and fixing bugs 

Ah for the days of waterfall… 

Features, epics, stories, issues - building inside out 
rather than outside in 

A small user experience suggestion can mean days or 
even months of work 

Status: Who’s in control? 



UX vs. Agile Dev

Conflicting expectations around quality, fit, and finish 

Working ahead at the same time as trying to support the 
current 

Lack of holistic planning and prioritisation for the user 
experience 

Unclear expectations about the role of UX on the team 

Perception of UX as less valued than development 

Perception that technical staff is disinterested in users’ 
needs 

Being disconnected from the regular activities of the 
scrum team 



UX + Agile Dev

Explicitly train people to recognise inclusion of 
specialists - reject Agile denigration of specialisation 

Clarify role of UX on the team 

Include UX goals and needs in sprint retrospectives 

Include UX in ongoing communications 

Include UX in early product strategy & ideation 

Set clear UX goals for each sprint and include UX criteria 
in definition of done



Thank you

pete@cahootify.com 

@hubagent 

07717 826274


